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Introduction

This study was. initiated from a conception such that it
would be beneficial to cbnstfuct a visionary model and
computatlonaF-tools which could inform us of the weld
properties, such as, the strength, hardness and toughness
etc. immediately after input of the welding conditions.

The weld prppertles are affected iti a complex manner
by an extremely large number of factors, such as the
various materi~l properties and welding conditions, so it
is very difficujlt to cOnstruct.an analytical model to
facilitate the above. The weld properties depend iibt bnl•
upon variables which can be determined as test condi-
tions, such as welding speed and specimen material
composition but also upon many potential variables
which are difficult to be quantified or of which we ate not
aware.

Neural networks have the charaetcrlstlcs. such that
various n onlinear relations arc combinled and extremely
complex functions can b6 constructed, so this is an ideal
technique to deal with comaplex phenomena) Trn principle,
any set of complex functions can be approximated within
a certain range of errors. Thus, to date a number of
attempts have been made to use this technique to control,
for example, domestic appliances and automatic
welding.14

The authors perceived this flexibility of functions and
conceived the construction of a system which could
ealuato the weld properties using the neural networks;
subsequently, ta June 1998, the Ad hoc Research Commit-
-tee fot the 'Estimation of Weld Properties by Bayesian
Neural Netwotke was inaugurated.6

Infbrmationaon neural networks to date indicatesithat
data dispersion arid errors due to curve fitting had been
dealt wit)) ambiguously, and so it has not been possible to
apply this technique to problems where data dispersion is
crucial, such as.the prediction of weld properties. Accord-
ingly, in order to solve this problem for this study, a
system which can be applied to predict weld properties
has been constructed by the use of new type neural
networks with the concept of Bayesian estimation6 which
was added to conventional neural networks. It becarme
feasible by the tqe of this technique to predict error bars to
the predicted results. This research committee was in-
itially expected to last for I year but an extension of a
further year was later agreed; in this way, sufficient results
were thought t6 be achieved so that numerous papers and

verbal prescantpions were put forward,7-t"
An outline of neural networks was given in the previous

report;5 Consequently, in this report, Bayesian techniques
which could not be introduced previously due to the
limited space is introduced as a central feature.

Neural network strueturfe

As Introduced in the previous report5 , the'structure of the
neural network employed in this study is shown in Fig. 1.
With the input pof experinental cohditlons, such as the
heat input and 'the chemical composition of speciwert
material, the output, that is the weld properties, can be
estimated. Hidden units can be employed between the
input and the output and complex functions can be
expressed by cofitrolling the values of these. The relation-
ship between th respectivo input x, ýnd the hidden unit h,
of the order I can be genterally expressed by a nonlinear
function as in the following:

- ts iixv 1. + 010 lii]

The relationship between the hidden unit h, and thd
output y is linedr as in the following:

y =- 1wfh) + 0(2)
t [2]

The weight coefficient w and the threshold value A for
these functions are optimised using database, s described
later. As can be seen, with the neural network it is possible?,
to conptruet various complex functions including, in
general; nonliuehr relationships, with the combination of
nonlinear functions.
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The weight coefficient w and the threshold value 0 are
determined so that the foliovingenergy function becomes
a mlnimum.1

t •16

M(w) = flEr, + qEw [3]

Where the parameter vector w Is made up of the weight
coefficient w and the threshold value 0. In addition, a and
fP, as described later, are parameters which control the
complexity of the model. The energy function consists of
the error function Br and the regularizer Ew.

The error function is the total of the square of the
difference between the estimated value and the experi-
mental value as Indicated in the following.

E0(w) = 1E(y(xtff;w) - t'm'), [4]

Where {x(), t(P)} is the data set and x(t"1 indicates the input
variable and ttm1 shows the experimental data, in other
words, the target. m is the label of the combination of the
data and the target. When the model is well consisteort
with the data, in other words, y(xfm?; w) is close to t(t, the
error function ED becomes minimum.

Ew is the total of the square of the weight coefleient. 7

Ew) a Zwi [5]

These regularizers serve to make y(x(mI;w) become a
smooth function of x. This term facilitates to lessen w and
also lessens the tendency for the model to become
overfitting to the data dispersion. Overfitting means that,
as a result of an attempt of fitting to all the dispersed data,
the result is the construction of an over-complex function;
reference should be made to this aspect which was
presented in. the previous report.

Method to determine the Bayesian
coefficients a, P and the number of hidden
units

When fl is excessively large, tlhe degree of freedom of a
function increases and overfitting is likely to occur,
Conversely, when a increases, a function becomes too
smooth and does.not fit to the data. As can be seen, a and 0
are very important parameters; however, from results of
testing the neural network to date, these values had been
established in a nearly appropriate manner.

With the use of the Bayesian estimation, the statistical
implications can be given for the determination of op and P
as in the following. First, under the conditions where a
certain data D would occur, the conditional probability
p(w(D) where a certain comobination w is likely to occur for
the weight coefficient w and the threshold value 0 can be
expressed, according to the Bayesian equation as in the
following.,

made to become maximum. According to equation (6),
there is the following relationship

p(wlD)ccp(Dlw)p(w) [7]
so, the probability is obtained on the assumption that
there is a dispersion in accordance with the normal
distribution for each of the right side. The normal
distribution can be expressed by equation (8), supposing
the average is in and the standard deviation is ou.

- I ' (x -m)
f(x) -- exp 2e [8]

Thus, the dispersion of the data in the ease when the
weight coefficient w and the threshold value 0 are
expressed by a certain value NY, can be expressed by the
following equation.

N

p(Dnw) -- H- p 1(tx w)

-- - - (Y(X(M "w ) .- tl' - ') " [924 M= 0

At this time x(d) is the input variable and 1t() Is the
experimental data, in other words, a target; Z, indicates
the normelised constant and v, isdhe data dispersion.
Here, after substitutidg equation (4) for equation (9),
equation (1.0) is obtained.

p(fw) = 1 exp ;~ED) [10]

On the other hand, there is a dispersion even with p(w)
and its probability can be expressed by the following
equation.

p(w) =dexP( 0.2. 1w11z

I; exp( -- rpw) [11]

Here, equation [5] was substituted. Zw is the normalised
constant and or, is the dispersion from the real value of w.

When equations (10) and (11) were substituted for
equation (7), the following equation was obtained.

p(wlD)op(Dlw)p(w) , I
ZDZw

sxp4n L± [12]

Consequently, in order to make p(wID) a maximum,
+ shovud be made w-inimwn. In cquation
2 a

[3]), by comparison with the energy function
M(w) fi#E + BEw which is to be made minimum., it is
evident that a and P1 bear the following statistical jhnplkca.
tion.w . p(Dlw)P(w)

p(wID) = P(D) [6] 1 1-
P=7, f=

or wU [13]
Here, in order to determine the most probable weight
coefficient w and the threshold value 9, p(wJD) should be Thus, from this, accurate training becomes possible.
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2 Varsatlons In errors due to the number of hidden units: (a) For*
common neural network, (b) For a neural network where the
Bayesfan estimation is employed.

As cart be seenA control parameters o and fl control the
complexity of the model but the complexity of the model
can be controlled by varying the number of hidden units.
The latter method is employed in the general neural
network. The more complex is the input and output
relationship, the more hidden units are required; however,
as described In the previous report', when the number of
hidden units are increased excessively Jo order to raise the
accuracy of estimation, ovorfiting will occur and the
accuracy will conversely deteriorate,

The following method was considered: in order to
prevent overfitting to a miniimum, half of the data is
randomly selected and training is applied to the neural
network using the selected data only, the remaining haIf is
employed as tesatdata in. order to examine the optimisa-
tion of the model. The magnitude of error in. the training
data set and test data set varies, as indicated ini Fig. 2, with
increasing numbers of hidden units. The difference be-
tween the estimatd value and the experimental value of
tire training date simply decreases with increasing number
of hidden units, but the difference in the test data at first
fails atn.d then increases. A. large error when there are less
hidden units i•dicates the impossibility of fitting due to
the funclions being tobosimple andan increased test error
when there are many hidden units indicates that functions
are overfitting. Accordingly, the best model is selected for
the casqe where the test error takes the minimum value and
this model is employed for prediction of weld properties.

Number of wombvid ine0#

3 Ralationship "between the number of models and errors in
commilttee model.

The increase due to overfittingis very small with the use
of the flayesian estimation. In principle, overfittiug will
not occur even though thelinumber of hidden units is
infinite, if the data in use complies with the Gaussian
distribution and the Bayesian model is fully optimised)'5

In other words, the variation Is givqn as seen in Fig 2 (b).

Committee model

In order to improve further the estimation accuracy, a
committee model, which consists of a combination of
multiple models, was employed in this study,

In neural networks, although little different from the
optimised model in respect of errors, models which have
entirely different structures, for example, many models
with varied numbers of hidden units can be formed. Thus,
by a combination of these, deftets of each single model can
be mutually compensated for and the estimation aceuraoy
can be improved.

FJrst of all, using error functions, these models are to be
ranked as the optimised model, the second optimised
model, the third optimised model and so on. Then, using
equation [141, the models are succeqsively complemented
from the optimised model and the number ofmodels to be
complemented is to be increased until the error becomes
minimal; the model in which the error reaches minimum is
to be selected as the committee model which is then to be
used for the estimation.

= N
N--% [14]

The error bar of the committee model is calculated using
equation [15].

N N- [r51

whfe'N: the number of models, yiai : theestimated values
and the error bars of individual models.

Figure 3 shows the results, as an example, of the
construction of the committee model of tensile strength, It
is evident from the figure that the models up to the fourth
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4 Mathod for the numerical expression of the welding pro-
cesses,

have decreasing errors by combination with the COMMlttO
model but after complementing the models of the fifth and
thereafter, the errors conversely start to increase. Subse-
quently, under the circumstances, a combination of the
optimised model to thl fourth optimised model is aelecd
as the committee model. The predicted error on this
occasion prove.s to be as much as 25.4 .% less compared
with the case of the optimised model on its own.
Accordingly, the estimation accuracy markedly Improves
by the use of the committee model.

Weld properties, .

When an appropriate neural network is constructed, the
properti.s can be estimated under optional conditions.
The systems Ylere dev.eloped in this stud for the steel weld
metal strength, fracture appearance ttansition tempera-
ture (FATh and hardness. The weld, properties can be
varied by'variations to the welding conditions in addition
to the material properties, so they are affected by an
extremely lhrge number of parameters. However, the
more coMplicated the beural networks, the more they
were able to demonstrate their efficacy; the weld proper-
ties were:a vieiy appropriate subject of neural network
application. Using this, system each individual property
can be predl6ted,1. together with the error bar, following
Input of nurnerifl values as the input parameters, as
indicated in Tables 1-3 of the previous report5 .

Furtherw6yxe, ii the neural network, every input data
should be expressed numerically. Subsequently, for
example,:the..welding proces, also influences the extent of
the weld bietal reheat and greatly influences the mechan-
ical properties, so it is necessary to define this numerically
as input variables so that it can be readily processed for
engineerdhg applications. This was hardly taken into
consideration for the conventional regression analysis;
however; in this study, 4 welding processes, as shown in
Fig. 4, were;.classifi.ed by 2 parameters which are the
number of welding passes and the d/umber of welding
sides- As can be seen, for examhles where there is no

significance in the numerical value itself, it is necessary to
employ values which were represented by 2 values, in
other words, either 0 or I in. order to prevent prediction
accuracy from degrading. In addition, on this occassion, it
is desirable to keep the number of parameters t thlle"
minimum.

In a neural network training itself requires time, but
once appropriately structured, prediction can be com-
pleted in a short time under optional conditions. In
addition, using this neural network, the significance of
individual factors can be estimated by the use of aW as
indicated in equations [11] and [13J. 1?. When the value
of oW is large, the input factor redftirtg to this causes a
relatively significant change to the output. Such evalu-
ation is regarded to be very useful., in optimisation of
wvelding conditions and compdsition.

The publication of. data is as described in the previous
report5 but typical predietidn results are shown in
references 10-14. Here, in this papet, prediction was
carried out with the 'range of prediction 1 a, in other
words, with a confidence limit of 67 %. The magnitude of
the error bar varies greatl5 according to the input
conditions. In this manner, for examples where the
computer has no confidence in Its prediction, the error bar
is'enlarged and it has the effect to stimulate the user and
drdW the user's &tttention to the result. Under the-ýircum-
stanceq, the-cause is either the data dispersion under the
conditions of use or Insufficent data.

Conclusions

As described so far, neural- networks have a capacity to
reconstruct the data base and it is believed that it will be
possible to hand information down to the next ge6cratlon
of this feature by making full use of the accumulated data
base and know-how.
. By incorporating the Bayesian estimation into conven-

tional neural networks, the prediction of weld properties
was attempted and adequate results in welding ehgineer-
Pig were obtained. In addition, as one of the chara&eristies
of this predistion, it was was identified that unrelibleness
df estimation can be displayed by the magnittde of the
error bar. According to this system, the magnitude of the
error bar depends upon the input conditions (te.st condi-
tlons) at the'time; for example, where the data dispersion Is
large and reliability Is low, the error bar Is displayed as
htrge and the computer itself it equipped with a function
which can display the reliability of its predict.ion.
* The prediction of this error bar substantially extended

the application scope of neural networks and allowed the
possibility of application to the reconstruction -of data
bases of various properties- Neural networks are very
powerful tools and can reconstruct various data bses, not
necessadlyjust those of weld pioperties. Anyone.who has
an interest,is invited to contact us.
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